Cerebellar mutations affecting the postnatal survival of Purkinje cells in the mouse disclose a longitudinal pattern of differentially sensitive cells.
The pattern of surviving Purkinje cells (PCs) was investigated in three cerebellar mutant mice with severe postnatal PC death. Two of these mutations, nervous (nr) and Purkinje cell degeneration (pcd) mutations are already well characterized. The third mutation is a new one, which appeared spontaneously in DW/J-Pas mice and was called tambaleante (tbl). PCs were identified by immunocytochemistry using an antibody against vitamin D-dependent calcium-binding protein which labels all the PCs in adult control mice. In each of the three mutations, surviving PCs are arranged according to a different and reproducible pattern which is symmetric relative to the midline. In NR and young PCD mutants, PCs are closely packed in broad sagittal bands. In TBL, they are more loosely arranged in a rather patchy pattern. In PCD and in TBL mutants the death of resistant PCs is only shortly delayed but in NR there is little change in the number of surviving PCs after 3 months. The differential sensitivity of subsets of PCs to the effect of nr, pcd, and tbl mutations is topographically determined. These results provide a new evidence of the PC heterogeneity which has been previously demonstrated by histochemical and immunohistochemical techniques. Moreover, in the anterior vermis of control mice, three thin sagittal bands of PCs are labeled by the Q113 monoclonal antibody. Similarly, in the anterior lobe of the NR cerebellum, the thin longitudinal strips of missing PCs coincide with the absence of Q113 immunoreactivity: in this region the nr mutation affects specifically the survival of Q113 positive cells. However, other clusters of Q113 immunoreactive PCs do survive in NR mice suggesting that susceptibility to the nr mutation and Q113 positivity are two independent markers of the underlying PC compartmentalization.